Your first csc148 lecture?

- [www.teach.cs.toronto.edu/~csc148h/fall](www.teach.cs.toronto.edu/~csc148h/fall)
- Everything is on the website, not Blackboard.
- Lecture materials are on the website.
- Read the course syllabus, also on the website.
- Sign up for your lab, called TUT on Acorn.

On the wait list?

- You can’t attend labs until enrolled. We will adjust your mark later.
- You can still do the labs — everything will be posted.
Labs

- Start tomorrow.
- **Lab rooms** are posted on syllabus.
- Bring pencil and paper for your lab activities.
- **Before your first lab**, go to a lab room in person and try logging in.
Lab Policies

- You must attend at your registered time and assigned room.
- To earn credit for a lab you must:
  - Arrive by 20 minutes past the hour
  - Put in a good effort
  - Complete the quiz activity at the end of the lab
- You will usually “pair program”
  - Two active roles: “driver” and “navigator”.
  - Switch roles every 10-15 minutes.
- Read the Labs webpage for more.